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The Satellite Systems Division of Rockwell International has been conducting a Study of Spacecraft
Technology and Design Concepts. This work was performed under Contract NASI-17785 for the Langley
Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASA Leadership)was provided through the
office of Aeronautics and Space Technology, Dr. Leonard A. Harris, Director for Space, and through the
Langley Research Center, Space Systems Division, Lloyd S. Keefer, Jr., Representative of the Contracting
Officer.
This report documents the findings of that study, discussing concepts for advancing the state of
the art in the design of unmanned spacecraft, the requirements that gave rise to its configuration, and
the programs of technology that are suggested as leading to its eventual development. Volume I contains
the major technical documentation of the study. Volume II consists of 3 Appendices (Operations,
Survivability, and Evaluation Criteria) that might be of particular interest to some readers.
The work was conducted under the direction of F. A. Zylius, Rockwell's Study Manager and Supervisor
of Systems & Operations Analysis. The following made major contributions to this study:
i
C. E. fliers, Structures & Materials
R. J. Pietka, Spacecraft Design
B. Berman, Electrical Power
T. W. Tysor, Thermal Control
E. J. Filardo, Data Management
G. C. McGee, Guidance s Navigation, Control
P. Ramirez, Propulsion
D. S. Mercadante, Communications
J. W. Haffner, Radiation Survivability
P. R. Fagan, Operations Analysis
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1.0 SUMMARY
For a number of years now, it has been apparent that there has been little progress
made in advancing the state-of-the-art in the design of unmanned spacecraft. Although
the advent of the Space Shuttle and Space Station should have given incentive to improve
the design of unmanned spacecraft, their overall conceptual design has remained much as
it was 15 years ago. The dimensions, capacities and transportation services offered by
the Shuttle, and the program opportunities projected by a Space Station or space platform
must inevitably effect the overall design architecture of interfacing free-flying space-
craft. But that revision has not yet taken place. Neither, as it turns out, and as the
reader will see later in this document, have we taken full advantage of the lessons we
should have learned in 20 years of designing, manufacturing, testing and maintaining in-
strumented, unmanned spacecraft.
Much in response to the above, a project was instituted by Rockwell International in
1982 entitled "Spacecraft 90" - to bring the design concepts of unmanned spacecraft to a
higher level of technology. This, in turn, became the basis for this contracted study
with NASA/OAST-LaRC to develop a new approach to spacecraft design, and to lay down a
spacecraft initiatives program for its development.
As shown in Figure 1, the specific tasks for this study were to (i) select a traffic
model consisting of those missions and spacecraft of the 1990's and beyond that are
likely to utilize the technology improvements defined in this study, and also select two
or three candidates from that traffic model to illustrate the application of selected
technology advancements; (2) to identify those spacecraft performance and design functions
that are likely to be the source of a need for technology and design improvements; (3) to
select and carefully define specific resulting requirements for improvement; (4) to deter-
mine the effect of those technology or performance improvements on spacecraft configura-
tion and design; (5) to lay out a technology development program for the selected tech-
nology issues, and (6) prepare a "Spacecraft Initiatives" program aimed at having a test
vehicle on which to demonstrate and spaceflight qualify the new, high technology func-
tions. Figure _ shows a schedule for the tasks of this study.
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Figure 1. ProjectF£ow Diagram
i.1 Mission Model Development:
An initial groundrule was that the study be directed not at the highly specialized,
high technology payload spacecraft like a Mars orbiter or an astronomy satellite that get
launched once each three or four years, but rather at the common work-a-day spacecraft
that may be launched 15 to 20 times a year by government agencies, the military, or com-
mercial enterprise. F_ure 3 develops the logic and assumptions used in selecting a
proper traffic model for the study. Figure 4 details the individual missions in the over-
all model and identifies those that apply to this study. The point is that the technology
and spacecraft design issues addressed by this study have a new broad, significant and
pertinent application to the future of the nation's unmanned spacecraft program•
i.2 Technology Improvement Needs:
The requirements for spacecraft technological advancement for the various spacecraft
in that traffic model were then identified and described. It is significant to note that
those requirements come from four sources, as depicted in Figure 5; these are (i) the
A STUDYOFSPACECRAFTTECHNOLOGIESANDDESIGNCONCEPTS performance and cost history of past
TASK JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN EEB MAR space satellite programs; (2) the ex-
perience gained in manufacturing and
testing past spacecraft; (3) the ef-
1.MISSIONMODEL fects that spacecraft subsystems haveDEVELOPMENT
on each other (it is of interest to
TECHNOLOGY note that this source of requirements
IMPROVEMENINEEDS is perhaps one of the more significant,
3.CRITICALIECHNOLO- l I particularly when it takes a combina-
GIESIDENIIFICATION tion of technologies - e.g., thermal,
4.SPACECRAFT -I structure, data management - to re-
DESIGNCONCEPTS solve our advanced spacecraft config-
uration issue); and (4) requirements
5.TECHNOLOGIES I -I imposed by the needs of an advanced
VALIDATION mission itself.
REVIEWS Z_ A
FINALREPORT Requirements based on the analysis
of historical performance of current
and past spacecraft lead to a conclu-
FY.gure_. Sohedul_of TeohnioalAotiuil;ie8 sion that both costs and error-freeperformance require major improvement
in any future spacecraft improvement
program principally in the electronics
ASSUMPTIONS; k mODELSEdCIED: disciplines, i.e., TT&C, GN&C, communi-
• VIGOROUSBUThiODERATELY _ • DEVELOPEDUNDERNASA cations, attitude determination. Costs
FUNDEDNAIIONALPROGRAM CONIRACTANDENHANCEDBY for these subsystems range from factors
• POSITIVELYINFLUENCED ROCKWELLR&DEFFORT-
COMMERCIALPROGRAMS h'LODEL.No.7 MEDIUM of tWO to ten higher than those for
• Igg0IHRU2000TIMEFRAME LEVELOFACTIVITY spacecraft structure, thermal control,
STSLAUNCHED in erstages and propulsion. A exami-
• MANNEDSPACESTATION __I L nation of historical data reveals also
v that the major share of performanceanomalies lie within the electronic
OBJECTIVES: _._ SELECIEDEXAMPLES: as opposed to mechanical subsystemsand subsystem elements. The lesson to
• _IAXIMIZEADVOCATES _ • COMMERCIALCOMMUNICATIONSbe learned, then, is that if improve-
.NO"ONE-OF-A-KIND" • ADVANCEDGPS ment in cost and performance levels is
• COMMERCIALNDGOVERN- • SPACEPROCESSING
MENTALMIX to be achieved, the improvement wants
to be in the electronics spacecraft
elements.
Figure 3. MissionModes Assumptionsand Objective8
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Figure 4. 483 Free Flyers Are Identified in the Model
SAFFLEIIE • Reduction or elimination in the need for
PERFORMANCE& OST • wire cable harnesses.
IIIS1ORY
I • Design or layout to improve access tospacecraft components for assembly, test,
maintenance, or replacement.
SAI£LLIIE ADVANCED ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING SPACECRAFT MISSIONS • Expanded use of breadboards/brassboards
ANDteSt testing prior to spacecraft integration.
I • Improved plume impingement and contamina-
EFFECTSOF tion protection.
SPACECRAFTSUBSYSTEM
ONEACHOIHER • Improved thermal control quality through
the design and integration of structures
Figure 5. H_h Technology Spacecraft and components.
Sources of Hequirements
10
I• Improve flexibility of design in adapting to mission changes and reduction in the
amount of cable harnesses by the application of distributed data processing, and
high speed data bussing through the use of fibre optics.
The third major source of requirements for unmanned spacecraft design advancement is
the analysis of the effects that changes in one spacecraft subsystem has on other sub-
systems. Figure6 is a simple depiction of that phenomena. It can be noted that structure,
for example, is impacted by the characteristics and mission of the payload, the propulsion
subsystem, thermal control and electrical power. Any change in one of these impacts
structural design. It will be noted later in this document that vehicle structural change
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Figure 6. Spacecraft _beystem Requiremente Architecture
II
Finally, requirements of spacecraft design improvement are also derived from the
characteristics of the mission to be performed. Earlier in Task 1 we selected a trio of
advanced missions which were to be used as examples of our advanced technology development
programs. One of these was a LEO-based Space Processing Satellite with the characteris-
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Figure 7. ProjectedSpaceProcessingSatellitePayload
1.3 Critical Technologies/l.4 Spacecraft Configuration Concepts:
Figure8 outlines the process followed in identifying the technologies that might be
critical to the development of a high-technology approach to unmanned spacecraft concep-
tual design, and preparing a technology program that would resolve technology deficiencies.
That process consists of the following:
• Define each subsystem in terms of its components or assemblies;
12
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Figure 8. Phase II Study Flow
J
• Describe the functions and requirements associated with each of the assemblies;
• Describe alternates for each assembly;
• Carry out a qualitative evaluation of each alternate;
• Select an optimum alternate for each assembly;
• Define the effect of the chosen alternate on the spacecraft configuration;
• Identify the technology deficiency that must be corrected;
• Develop a technology plan that will resolve the deficiency.
In the course of the study, it became evident that the strongest requirements and
drivers for an advanced spacecraft design concept were the following:
• A layout/configuration that would permit easy accessibility to all the spacecraft's
components and subsystems;
• Elimination of the need for cables and cable harnesses;
• Reduction in the number of dedicated, customized electronic black boxes and con-
sequent standardization of spacecraft elements and their interfaces;
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• Use of a distributed/digital data management concept, using a high speed data
processing architecture;
• A thermal management concept that integrates structure, thermal control and elec-
tronic packaging into a single combined unit.
It is pertinent, therefore, to examine the subsystems and technologies that were the
most pertinent to those requirements. Two examples follow:
Example A: Thermal Control Subsystems
Subsystem Element Selected Alternate
- Heat Transport - - Capillary Pump Loop
- Heat Rejection - - Condensing Heat Pipe
- Heat Collection - - Evaporative Cold Plate
- Temperature Control - - Capillary Pump Loop Variable Heat
- Heat Storage - - In-Line Flow
As discussed earlier, each subsystem was reduced to its principal assemblies, and
then a selection made from among possible alternates to fulfill that assembly's function.
Thus, in an example drawn from the above, a Capillary Pump Loop approach was the selection
to fulfill the heat transport function of the Thermal Control subsystem. For that to be
successfully accomplished, however, a technology project to develop a Capillary Pump Loop
process that is integrated into the spacecraft's structure will be required. F4gure 9 pro-
vides a schematic and a pictorial of the capillary pump loop concept integrated into the
basic spacecraft structure, and also outlines the technology project aimed at the con-
cept's development. The total technology development program for thermal control, derived
from implementing the alternate selections identified above, consists of projects to
develop:
i. The integration of the Capillary Pump Loop (CPL) concept into the spacecraft's
structure.
2. The development of a CPL Condenser/Radiator.
3. The design of a CPL Evaporator.
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Figure 9. CapillaryPumpedLoop Syetem
IntegratedffPLLines/Structure
5. Development of improved modular insulation.
The fourth of the above technology advancement issues introduced yet another develop-
ment discipline that interfaces with the thermal and structural subsystems, that is,
electronics packaging and design. Figure 10 depicts the problem to be resolved, i.e., con-
version of electronic black boxes to PC boards, and inclusion of those heat generating
elements into the structural/thermal subsystem. A further interface is discussed later
in this report, i.e., with the Data Management System and potential for reducing the need
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Example B: Data Management Subsystem
Subsystem Element Selected Alternate
- Processors - - General Purpose
- Storage - - Optical
- Cables/Connectors - - Fibre-Optic
- Interfaces - - BIu-VHSIC
- Organization - - Distributed Resources Control
- Languages - - High Order
- Processing - - Plesiosynchronous
- Architecture - - Standard/Functional
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Figure 11. Thermal Management System
Capillary Pumped Loop System Integrated Into Structure
As in the discussion of a Thermal Control subsystem above, the Data Management Sub-
system was reduced to its principal assemblies, and then selections made from among the
alternatives to fulfill each assembly's functions. A major technology activity involves
developing the architecture of the improved Data Management Subsystem. A schematic com-
parison of current functionally dedicated central controls, and a proposed distributed
control involving local or distributed digital data processing is shown in Figure 12 .
Details of the differences between the two are discussed later in the body of this report.
It's sufficient here to summarize that the advanced process results resulted in a reduc-
tion of dedicated electronic hardware, the virtual elimination of cable harnesses and the
increased use of common, modular, fault tolerant components and interfaces.
17
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Figure13 depicts the overall resulting spacecraft design concept for data management,
including the basic spacecraft structure, electronic modules, fibre-optics high speed data
bus, BIU cables and the like. Figure14 provides somewhat more detail in pictorializing
the spacecraft's data management oriented subsystems.
SIRUCTUR[ J
[LECIROHICMOOO_r $1"r...MCOMPON[N[
Figure 13. Spacecraft Fiber Optics Bus Interface with
Electronics Modules and Subsystem Components
The Requirements/Alternatives selection/Technology planning/configuration effects
process described in the two examples above were carried out for all of the Technology/







Figure 14. Integration of Data Management System
with Thermal and Structural Systems
• Structure and Materials • Propulsion
• Electrical Power • Communications
• Thermal Control • Operations
• Data Management • Vulnerability/Survivability
• Guidance/Navigation/Control
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Again, the end products of the study were the spacecraft configuration concept; the
technology issues pertinent to its development; plans, budgets, and schedules for tech-
nology advancement projects, and finally a concept for a High-Technology Spacecraft Initia-
tives program directed at an orbital test bed with and on which to test and space-qualify
the advanced concepts identified in this study. Some of the principal characteristics of
the spacecraft introduced by this study include
• An open structure concept
• A the_al management concept based on the use of advanced heat pipes
• An integrated the_al, structural, and electronics packaging co_ination
• A distributed/digital approach to data management
• The development and utilization of a high-speed data processing architecture
• A reduction of dedicated, customized electronic black boxes
• A standardization concept for spacecraft elements and their interfaces.
Figur815is an artist's concept of that Initiatives Spacecraft, appearing much as the
spacecraft evolved in the course of the study.
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2. MISSION AND REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
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A Study of Spacecraft Technology and Design Concepts
Guidelines and Objectives
The primary objective of this study was to develop design concepts for unmanned spacecraft of the 1990's,
based on selected advances in technology and the State of the Art. This objective is arrived at in
recognition of the fact that there has been no significant change or improvement in unmanned spacecraft
conceptual design in the past I0 to 15 years.
The guidelines that bracket the study, then, are as shown opposite. The first is meant to ascertain
that the study is directed at the high traffic, production rate families of missions that constitute the
bulk of our satellite traffic - as opposed to those highly specialized missions that are carried out
with a mission every year or two, or three or more. At the other extreme, the study should avoid
resulting in another typical multi-mission spacecraft - tried as many times before.
It should also be noted that, where necessary, spacecraft advanced technology may have to be leap-frogged

















A Study of Spacecraft Technology and Design Concepts
Study Structure
The study was carried out in two phases. The first phase was dedicated to the development of require-
ments that would drive the new satellite design architecture toward the use of advanced technology.
These requirements find their source in any of the four areas listed opposite. Also, a mission model
was developed in order to get some appreciation of the traffic/mission pattern to which the new design
concepts could be applicable. These are discussed further on pages 31 and 32.
Phase II concentrated on the identification and development of technology program plans for the more
critical technology issues to be resolved in developing any advanced design concept. This was done in
close interplay with spacecraft configuration studies that were the measure of effect of a new technology
on spacecraft design. This was done on all the technology areas listed in the center box, and applied
to the 3 mission applications shown.
Finally, an initial spacecraft initiatives plan was developed, including some suggestions, for immediate
FY 1986/87 implementation.
Although Phase I was separately reported in September, 1984, it will be summarized here briefly in order
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A Study of Spacecraft Technolosy and Desisn Concepts
Traffic Model
The chart opposite summarizes the traffic model development and analysis effort that was carried out.
The model is based on one developed under NASA contract and enhanced by Rockwell R&D - and known as
NASA/STA Model 7, medium level of activity. It's considered to be a vigorous, but moderate funded
national program, resulting in 483 unmanned spacecraft launches in the I0 year period starting in
1991, with some 212 being in the nature of the high production rate spacecraft earlier mentioned in
our guidelines.
28
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Air Force Space Division
Unmanned Spacecraft Cost Model - June 1981
The chart opposite is derived from a cost model developed by USAF, summarizing non-recurring and
first unit cost of some 35 unmanned spacecraft programs.
It should be noted that in all cases the higher costs are incurred for electronic and sensor type
components and subsystems in terms of tens and hundreds of thousands of dollars per pound of hardware
delivered. Costs associated with structure, thermal, propulsion, and physical interface hardware are
all factors of 5 to I0 lower.
The requirement derived from these facts is clear: any new spacecraft design concept should work at
lowering the requirement for mission dedicated and mission peculiar electronic hardware and at








COSTDRIVER COST RATE COSTDRIVER COST RATE ..
1. STRUCTURE.THERMALCONTROL 478.6 LB $7.835M 16.4 SKILB 862.7 LB $]..914M 2.2 SK/LB
& INTERSTAGE
2. TT&C 121.5LB $6.141M 48.2 SK/LB 127.5LB $3.304M 25.9 $K/LB
3. COMMIPAYLOAD)- TOTAL 260.3 LB $12.721M 48.9 SK/LB 260.3 LB $6.310M 24.2 SKILB
4. COMMANTENNAS 96.4 LB 1.4.303M 44.6 SKILB 96.4 LB $0.986M ]0.2 SK/LB
5. COMMELECTRONICS 172.8LB $8.876 M 51.4 SK/LB 185.9LB $6.gQ4M 31.| SK/LB
6. COMBINEDCOMM& TT&C 319.3 LB $17.]53 M 53.7 $KILB 319.3 LB _8.179M 26.6 $K/LB
1. ATTITUDECONTROL- TOTAL 155.6LB $12.248M 78.7 SK/LB 155.6 LB $3.516M 22.6 SK/LB
8. ATTITUDE'DETERMINATION 76.8 LB $9.221 M 120.] SK/LB 70.9 LB $2.639M 37.2 SK/LB
9. ATTITUDE& REACTIONCONTROL 97.4 LB $3.492M 35.9 SKILB 193.5LB $2.069 M 10.7 SK/LB
10. ELECTRICAL- SUBSYNC 184,700LB-WATT $3.408 M 18.5 $1LB-WATT 184,700LB-WATT $3.021M ]6.4 $1LB-WATT
13%.6 LB) 18.6SKILB) 1396.6 LBI 17.6 SK/1.BI
11. ELECTRICAL- SYNCI ABOVE 456.500LB-WATT $9.506M 20.8 $1LB-WATT 456.500LB-WATT $2.909 M 6.4 $/LB-WAI'T
1314.4LB) 130.2SKILB) 1314.4LBI 19.3SK/LB|
12. APOGEEKICKMOTORI-AXIS 227,400LB-SEC $2.668M 11.7 $1LB-SEC 71.2 LB $0.32] M 4.5 SK/LB
STABILIZEDITOTkLIMPULSE) DRYWT
13. APOGEEKICK MOTOR3-AXIS 273,000LB-SEC $0.883M 3.2 $/LB-SEC 294,400LB-SEC _O.3]1 M l.| $/LB-SEC
STABILIZED|TOTALIMPULSE)
14. PLATFORM(TOTALDRYWT 1.015LB $30.363M 29.9 $KILB 1,389LB $12.184M 8.8 SK/I.B
WIOMISSION [QUIPMENTI
15. PROGRAMLEVEL- AS FUNCTION $44.430M $20.616M 0.464 $/1 $9.879 M $4.513 M 0.457Stl
OF PLATFORM NRCOST FUCOST
16. PROGRAMLEVEL- COMSATS $64.393M $22.976M 0.357 $/$ $20.716M $6.818M 0.3291/11
NRCOST FUCOST
I1. DISPENSER $139.7LB $1.265M 9. I.$KILB 139.1LB $0.191M 1.4 SK/LB
18, AERSPACEGROUNDEOUIPNENT $66.049K $7.470M 0.113 $15 -': -- --
NR . FU
19. LAUNCHOPSIORBITALSUPPORT ...... 2.090 LB $0.653 M 0.312SK/LB
WITHAPOGEEKICKMOTOR SATNETWT
20. LAUNCHOPSIORBITALSUPPORT ...... 1.744LB 0.9(38M 0.521SK/LB
W/OAPOGEEKICK MOTOR SAT NETWT
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All Subsystem Anomalies
The chart opposite summarizes the results of a study performed by P.R.C. for the NASA to define the
pattern of spacecraft performance failures and performance anomalies in flight. Some 306 spacecraft
flights and 606 anomalies were examined. It again might be noted that the predominant number of
anomalies were in the payloads and the electronic elements.
But the full story is somewhat more complex. Example: although anomalies in the environmental control
subsystem account for only 2.6% of the incidents, that subsystem represents one of the more difficult
to get through system integration and test in the development laboratories. The total requirement, then,
for thermal management wants greater simplification of that subsystem, not so much to achieve higher
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History Based Requirements
Page 8 and 9 showed the four sources of requirements for setting the architecture and configurations of
new approaches to the design of unmanned spacecraft.
It is perhaps interesting to note that the more forceful drivers toward design change were not the
anticipated refinement and increases in performance levels of spacecraft subsystems_ but rather those
requirements derived from our past cost and performance history; from our experience in manufacturing
and test; and from observation of ineffective test and development processes brought about by having
to live with an inadequate level of a technology State of the art.
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Blank
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#_ RockwellSatellite Systems Division International
SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION CONCEPTS I
39
#_11_ R°ckwellSatellite Systems Division International
A Study of Spacecraft Technology and Design Concepts
Principal Characteristics
The next section of this report is dedicated to providing an advanced wiew of the spacecraft concept
that resulted from this study. This is being done in order to be able to more completely understand
the rationale behind the selection of an individual technology or subsystem elements that constitute
the final spacecraft configuration concept. In the study, technology advancement needs and spacecraft
configuration concepts proceeded hand-in-hand through the selection process. The chart opposite
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.... ADVANCED SPACECRAFT - EXPLODED VIEW
This overview of the spacecraft with the subsystems components is intended to
serve as a road-map for the spacecraft systems description. The primary features of
this concept include the reduction of cables by the introduction of a distributed
data management system and a quasi-active thermal control system mounted on an open-
type structure designed to be easily accessible.
42
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ADVANCED SPACECRAFT BASIC STRUCTURE
The open-type structural architecture makes it possible to satisfy the majority
of the spacecraft requirements. It is sized to fit the 15 ft. diameter orbiter payload
bay in the horizontal position. The central 5 ft. diameter aluminum honeycomb cyl-
inder is the primary load-carrying member and interfaces with the instrument payload
at the top and with the propulsion system at the bottom. The octagon shelf structure
is I0 ft. across the flats and is the key element that satisfies the installation of
all the remaining subsystems. The electronic tray installed along the periphery of
the structure represents the first key element in the data management systems, and
makes it possible to eliminate a large number of cables.
44
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I
ELIMINATION OF CABLES BY APPLICATION
OF CURRENT TECHNOLOGY TO GPS
Using the GPS as an example of the current spacecraft technology, it was found that
most of the wiring is between 52 black boxes mounted at various locations on the struc-
ture. Reducing the number of cables led to the concept of converting 65% of the black
boxes into 6 x 9 printed circuit boards which are inserted into larger trays. This
modular tray system permits self-test and fault isolation at the card level; the modules
are inserted into the periphery of the structure and cooled with a thermal system inte-
grated into the structure.
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
A two-phase capillary pumped loop system and radiator are the primary elements of
the thermal management system. The electronic trays fit between the evaporators
which are integrated into the frame of the structure as are vapor and liquid distribu-
tion lines.
Heat generated by the electronic trays is transmitted to the evaporators where a
pumping pressure ls created by the wicking in the evaporators. The vapor is pumped to
the radiator where it is condensed and then returned to the evaporators.
48
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THERh'LNNAGEMENTSYSTEM
CAPILLARYPUMPEDLOOPSYSTEM
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THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM INTEGRATED INTO STRUCTURE
The redundant thermal system is integrated into the frame of the octagonal struc-
ture. A capillary pumped loop tube assembly or evaporator is manufactured into the
tangential members of the structural frame. The radial members and those adjacent
to the cylinder contain ports for the distribution of the fluid.
The electronic module, which in this case could not be converted into standard
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THERMAL INTERFACE WITH
SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT
A battery is integrated with a heat pipe system. This concept permits the use of
a single spacecraft radiator instead of a special low temperature radiator for the
battery as currently required of conventional spacecraft.
The battery thermal system is connected to the spacecraft thermal system with
fittings located at various points in the structure. This approach can be used for
other components that require special treatment.
52
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SCHEMATIC OF DISTRIBUTED DATA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A fiber optics bus is installed on the octagon structure and is the basis for
the distributed management system. Electronic modules and subsystems components
tap into the fiber optics bus.
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SPACECRAFT FIBER OPTICS BUS INTERFACE WITH
ELECTRONIC MODULES & SUBSYSTEM COMPONENTS
The spacecraft fiber optics bus is integrated with the octagon structure
completely around the periphery. Bus Interface Unit (BIU) cables are connected
to the electronic modules. Communication between modules and between subsystem
components is conducted through BIU cables and subsystem cables.
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INTEGRATION OF DATA MANAGEMENT
WITH THERMAL & STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
The spacecraft fiber optic bus and BIU cable are integrated into the structure
of the subsystem frame. The electronic module is shown being integrated with the
thermal and structural frame members of the subsystem frame. The thermal MLI
blankets are permanently mounted on the structure, and removable blankets are in-
stalled over the electronic modules to permit servicing.
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ADVANCED SPACECRAFT - EXPLODED VIEW
Summary:
The open-type spacecraft architecture concept satisfies the primary requirements
of the program. The following is a summary.
The central cylinder is the primary load carrying structure and supports the payload
at the forward interface and the propulsion system at the aft interface. All the remaining
subsystems are installed on the subsystem frame which is supported by the primary struc-
ture. The two elements of thermal system, the CPL and radiator, are made integral with,
and supported by, the frame. The two elements of the data management system consist of:
(1) the electronic modules integrated with the structure and the thermal system, and (2)
the fiber optics bus installed into the structure of the frame. The reaction control
system is supported by the frame as are the solar array panels and various components of
the remaining subsystems.
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ADVANCED SPACECRAFT ACCESSIBILITY
MANUFACTURE & TEST
Manufacturing operations are simplified when an open-type structure is used. Subsystem
components are easily accessible and may be installed in parallel operations by several
mechanics. Testing of individual components and of the entire system will be sig-
nificantly improved.
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ADVANCED SPACECRAFT EVA
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR OR TEST IN ORBIT
An astronaut is shown servicing the data management electronic modules located at
the periphery of the open structure. The thermal blankets are removable as are other
components that may require servicing.
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SPACE PROCESSING SPACECRAFT - ORBIT CONFIGURATION
During the study three applications payloads were examined to determine their effects
on advanced spacecraft concepts: (i) space processing in low earth orbit, (2) communications
in geosynchronous earth orbit, and (3) geopositioning navigation in one-half earth geo-
synchronous orbit.
The ll,O00-1b, space processing satellite was installed into the Shuttle payload bay
supported by cradles at the propulsion module and by direct attachment at the space pro-
cessing payload. The spacecraft configuration was sized to fit the 15-ft. diameter of
the payload bay installed in the horizontal position. Because of the po[ential use of
the space station, a docking and berthing port fitting can be used at the forward and aft
interfaces of the cylindrical structure for attachment of the propulsion system and payload.
This is a 160 N.M. orbit configuration showing the installation of the space process-
ing payload on the octagon-cylinder structure. The payload is located at the forward end
of the structure, and the Orbital Sciences Corp./Apogee Maneuvering Stage (OSC/AMS) pro-
pulsion system located at the aft end is designed to be retrievable from low earth orbit to
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COMMUNICATION SATELLITE - ORBIT CONFIGURATION
The communication satellite in the STS stowed configuration is cantilevered from
a Centaur G prime which carries it to geosynchronous orbit. The Centaur propulsion
system includes an integrated support system which consists of a cradle, a rotation
trunnion and ejection system.
A flight concept is shown of the communication payload with two antennas mounted
at the forward end with a docking and berthing fitting for possible use with the space
station. The structural concept consists of the same primary load-carrying cylindrical
structure; however, the subsystems are installed inside a 12-sided polygon with
removable modules at each face. Each module contains its own louvered radiator.
This approach was investigated as an alternate to the open structure octagon; however,
this subsystem structure proved to have too many disadvantages.
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• r
ADVANCED GPS CONCEPT - ORBIT CONFIGURATION
The advanced GPS, with its n_vigation payload in the STS, is cantilevered from a
Centaur G which carries it to a one-half geosynchronous orbit. The Centaur also includes
an integrated support system which consists of a cradle, a rotation trunnion and
ejection system.
The flight configuration of an advanced GPS payload is shown attached permanently
to the forward face of the cylindrical structure with the same octagonal subsystems
structure used with the space processing payload.
Summary:
An evaluation of the installation of the three payloads indicates that the open-
type structural concept, when integrated with the Thermal and Data Management System,
is adaptable to a wide range of Earth oriented missions. The concept offers a balanced
design that satisfies the reduction of cables, an efficient thermal system, accessibility
during manufacture, and a simplified testing procedure.
70
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ADVANCEDGPSCONCEPT
: ORBITCONFIGURATION
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Blank
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TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
73
#_ RockwellSatellite Systems Division International
TECHNOLOGY ISSUES
This section addresses the subsystem technology issues and delineates
technology project plans for each of the listed subsystems.
749
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PHASE II STUDY FLOW
The process listed opposite was performed on each subsystem/technology area.
Consideration of both subsystem advanced technology needs and their effects on the
spacecraft design/configuration concepts proceeded hand in hand through the selection
process. The end results were a selected approach to each spacecraft element, a
definition of the effect that the choices had on spacecraft design and configuration,
and the description of a technology project to resolve spacecraft technology issues
and a concept for a technology spacecraft.
The next section of this report addresses the subsystem choices and delineates
the technology project plans. The major effects of the subsystem choices on the
spacecraft design concept and configuration have already been discussed in the pre-
vious section. The final section of this volume of the report addresses the technology
spacecraft issues. Three important but somewhat peripheral issue areas, (i) the effect
of new spacecraft operations associated with the space station, (2) spacecraft surviv-
ability under somewhat low level security threats, and (3) some detail of various
technology evaluation processes, are included as appendices in Volume II of this
report.
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PHASEI I STUDYFLOW
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4.1 STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
A number of structure types and materials were considered for the vehicle. From
these honeycomb structure, made from aluminum, was chosen. The other alternatives are
detailed on the following charts.
The more significant technology projects chosen are listed on the facing chart.
Fabricating the electronic box chassis' integral with the structure gives promise for
great gains in simplifying electronic box fabrication and test, eliminating a large
portion of cabling, and reducing vibration levels on the components.
Development of composite material, including bonds, gives promise of advances in
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STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
SELECTION
This chart lists and ranks the three combinations of structure and material deemed
best as candidates for the advanced technology spacecraft. The first ranked, aluminum
honeycomb, is being commonly used in spacecraft and thus needs no development work.
The second ranked, composite honeycomb, is being used but requires some development
to improve performance in areas such as out-gassing and greater temperature range
applicability.
80





i. Honeycomb, aluminum 3
2. Honeycomb, composite 2
3. Semi-monocoque aluminum 3
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STRUCTURES & MATERIALS FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
_TERIALS AND PROCESSES
This chart presents examples of the items that were considered in the process
of evaluating and selecting the proper structural concept and materials.
The listed requirements were compiled from information from previous spacecraft
programs, from manufacturing inputs, and from requirements established for STS
payloads.
The issues listed are those which are typical subjects when considering
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STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY PLAN
ELECTRONIC BOX CHASSIS INTEGRAL WITH SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
The development program required to integrate the electronic box chassis into the
spacecraft structure is outlined in the facing chart. The current practice for elec-
tronic box design requires severe vibration requirements be imposed upon the boxes,
due to uncertainties about the vibroacoustic environment. The integrated box design
minimizes vibration amplification to the PCBs, with resulting less severe design
requirements. Also, it has the advantage of qualifying PCBs at the board level, thus
simplifying qualification/requalification due to design changes.
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The structure/material combination baselined for the flight test vehicle is
aluminum honeycomb. The facing chart outlines the development program to be under-
taken to advance the composite honeycomb state of the art so it may be used
advantageously for future spacecraft.
Low out-gassing resins with high strength and temperature range are to be
developed.
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STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY PLAN
CANDIDATE FOR FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE-STRUCTURAL CONCEPT
In order to validate the advanced design concepts, a flight test vehicle is required.
The development program for structure/materials bus is outlined on this chart. Included
is the requirement for developing static and dynamic loads analysis and test. The
analysis/test program is to be developed to qualify the open-structure concept, and
also the new integrated chassis approach to electronic packaging.
The noted analysis/test program will fully qualify the advanced spacecraft bus for
the space flight test program.
88
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STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
TECIINOLOGY PLAN
The budgets and schedules shown opposite are very preliminary in nature, but can be revised and
updated as tlleactual technology program is more precisely defined and point designs for test
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4.2 TIIEI_IAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM SUMMARY
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TItERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
ELEMENT SELECTION
The chart opposite identifies the alternatives that were considered for each element of the thermal
control subsystem, the ranking order of the selection, and a first measure of the State of the art of
each alternative: (I being the most advanced technology alternative; (2 being a known State of the
art but still requiring major R&D; (3 being a well developed technology, but yet requiring hardward






i. Capillary Pumped Loop i
2. Single-Phase Pumped Fluid Loop 3
3. Heat Pipe Loop 2
4. Two-Phase Compression i
5. Louver Control 3
6. Cold Bias Spacecraft 3
7. Two-Phase Pump Fluid Loop 1
HEAT REJECTION
I. CPL Condenser I
2. Fluid Loop 3
3. Heat Pipes 2
IIEAT COLLECTION
i. Cold Plates - Evaporative i
2. Cold Plates -Convective 3
3. Cold Plates - Component Mounting Structure I
4. Heat Exchanger 3
CONTROLLER
I. CPL Evaporator i
2. Variable Flow, Fixed Temperature 2
3. Fixed Flow, Variable lleat Addition 2
HEAT STORAGE
I. In-Line Flow Capacitor I
2. Radiator Hount Capacitor 2
3. Component Mount Capacitor 2
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL




HEAT TRANSPORT AND DISTRIBUTION
The function, interfaces, requirements, and issues are defii_ed for the heat transport and distribution
assembly. This assembly transports waste heat/component dissipation from various sources to heat
rejection radiators. Two key issues affecting spacecraft design are long life operation and better
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CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
INTEGRATED CPL LINES/STRUCTURE
An important TCS component technology project is identified. This project deals with the integration
of fluid transport lines into the spacecraft structure.
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CAPILLARY PUMP LOOP ASSEMBLY
CPL CONDENSER/RADIATOR
An important TCS component technology project is identified. This project deals with tiledevelopment
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THERMAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM EVAPORATOR DESIGN
An important TCS component technology project is identified. This project deals with development of
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THERMAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
CAPILLARY PUMPED LOOP SYSTEM
SPACE QUALIFICATION
An important space qualification test is identified for CPL technology. This test assembles the
evaporator, condenser, and transport line into a single test assembly for a shuttle test flight.
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THERMAL TECIINOLOGY
INTEGILATED TCS/AVIONICS PACKAGE
A key TCS technology project is identified. This project deals with the integration of TCS devices
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TIIERMAL CONTROL TEC|INOLOGY
ADVANCED HODULAR INSULATION
An important TCS technology project is identified. This project deals with the identification and
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TtlERMAL CONTROL TECIINOLOGY PLANNING




FY 198(_"" FY 1981 FY 1988 FY1989 FY1990 FY 1991 FY1992
i'NTEGCPLLINESIS'I'I_UCTURE $100K $300K $250K $125K ;




CPLCONDENSERI RADIATOR $100K $200K $350K $500K $600K $200K
, , . , ,. .L ......
INTEGRATIONSTUDY
SIMULATEDTESTARTICLE r _ 1
FLIGHTEXPERIMENT " 'ii I
INTEGRATEINTOSPACECRAFT | L J





INTEGRATEDTCSIPACKAGE $100K $200K $175K $200K $300K $500K
CONCEPTSANDTRADES "
HARDWAREBREADBOARD | ., i
THERMAL-VACUUMlEST j I
m_GRATEDHARDWARE i.... I
IMODULARINSULATION $175K $200K $200K $200K
TESTARTICLE [ ]
TtlERMAL-VACUUMTESTS I J
...... ! ,_ I
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4•3 PROPULSIONSUBSYStem4
The propulsionsubsystemcan be subdividedinto five elen_nts: (i) the pressurizationsubsystem,
(2) the propellanttank assembly,(3)the propellantfeed systemass_nbly,(4) the thrusterassembly,and
(5) the pressurerelief assembly. Each assemblypresentsits own design/conceptproblemswhen developing
the best propulsionsystem for the given application.
For the Spacecraft90 study,the preferredreactioncontrolsystem (RCS)elementsare shown on a
chart. The selectionsimply a small RCS impulsevelocityrequirement(i00- 300 ft/sec)with no on-orbit
servicing. Shouldthe impulsevelocityrequirementbeocm_large,a GN or GH pressure-regulated2 e
pressurizationsystemand large propellanttankswith vane or screen-typepropellantmanagementdevices
may be the betterchoices. If maneuveringfor survivabilityis to be part of the on-orbitpropulsion
system,strongconsiderationwould be given to pump-fedbipropellantthrustersfor maneuveringand
pressure-fedRCS thrusters. If on-orbitservicingis a requir_nent,the manualfill and drain valves
would be replacedwith quick disconnectscapableof being remotelyengagedand disengaged.
The orbit transfervehiclefor the Spacecraft90 study can be eithera tandemof solid rocketmotors
or a cryogenicpropellantstage such as the CentaurG vehicle. For the smallpayloads(lessthan 5,000
ibm)the availablesolid rocketmotor designs (payloadassistmodules (PAMs)q_iokolSTAR motors,Shuttle
cempatibleorbit transferstage (SCOTS),inertialupper stage (IUS),etc.) offera cost-effective
solution. However,for the heavierpayloads (greaterthan 5,000 ibm), the CentaurG and G' vehiclesare
the better choices. A possibleintermediatealternativebetweenan IUS and Centaurvehicleis the
ccmbinationtransferorbit stage and apogeeand maneuveringstage (TOS/AMS)developedby OrbitalSciences
Corporationand Martin-Marietta.The _0S is essentiallythe same as the first stage of the IUS and the
AMS is a bipropellantpropulsionsystemwhich could also be used as the on-orbitRCS or as the retrieval
stage. The final selectionis based on vehicleliftingcapabilityand overallcost. Shouldretrievalor
de-orbitingbe a requirement,an AMS conceptis almostmandatory.
The zero-gpropellanttransfertechnologyhas to be fullydevelopedif refuelingin space is to
occur. In 1984,the orbitalrefuelingdemonstrationtest and the storablefluidmanagementdemonstration
test involvingwater and hydrazinepropellantconfirmedthe Shuttlecapabilityto providethis service.
However,more work has to be done; not only with hydrazinepropellant,but with MMH/N204and LOX/LH2
propellantsas well.
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PROPUI_ION SUBSYSTI_4S_'ION
These two chartsare intendedto show the preferredchoicesof each subassemblyof the propulsion
subsystem. However,these selectionsare generalizationsand for a particularapplication,a lower
rankingsubassemblyselectionpresentedhereinmay be the betterchoice.
A blowdownor pressure-regulatedpressurizationsystem is the top choicefor this assembly.Total
propulsionsystemweight normallyis used to selectthe desiredoptionbetweenthese two concepts. By
way of contrast,an autogenous("bootstrap")pressurizationsystemis the best choice for a LOX/LH2
boosterduring thrusteroperation. Cost, complexityas well as systemweightare used as discriminators
in makingthe final selection. The pressurizationsystemassembliespresentedare well developed,or
nearly so; thus the state-of-the-art(SOTA)rankingsgiven are eithera "3" or "2".
The propellanttank assemblyselectionis subdividedinto two parts: tank shape and propellant
managementdevice (PMD). Packagingconstraints,manufacturingcapability,whetherthe systemis 3-axis
stabilizedor a spinner,costs and availabilityare the selectiondriversfor tank shape. All tank
shapesmay have a cylindricalsectionadded to its designto increaseits propell_t vol_necapacity.
The teardropshape is a popularRCS tank choice for spinningspacecraftwhile a co,nonbulkheadtank
designhas been used on LOX/LH2 boosters. The PMDdesignand costbecomevery significantfor
spacecraft. Elastcmericdiaphragmsare the preferredchoice;however,becauseof size or material
incompatibility,screensor vanes or propellantsettlingvia exteriorthrustingmay be the superior
choice. An advantageof the spinningspacecraftis that it does not need a PMD for its tank sincethe
centrifugalforce causesthe propellantto be orientedto the outerportionof the tanks. Finally,the
tankmaterialselectionis driven by materialcompatibilitywith the propellantand cost.
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PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM S_ION
ASS_dBLY: Pressurization Subsystem (Liquid and Gas Systems Only)
Ranking Description SOTA
1 Blowdown 3








Ranking Description SOTA Ranking Description SOTA
1 Sphere 3 1 Elastcmers 3
1 Ellipsoid 3 2 Screens/Vanes 3
1 Teardrop 3 2 SpinningSystem 3
2 C(mmonBulkhead 3 2 Ext. Thrusting 3
3 Torus 2 3 Pistons/Bellows 2
4 RegularPolygon 1 4 Baffles 3
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PROPULSION SUBSYStem4 SELECPION (CONTINUED)
The propellant feed system material selection is a function of propellant compatibility. The line
size of the assembly is governed by the permissible pressure drop within the assembly. The available
valving and thermal control designs for the propellant feed system are well developed and the best choice
is a function of the application. For example, if the vehicle is not to be re-serviced, a manual fill
and drain valve is usually the best choice; however, if the spacecraft is to be re-serviced, a quick
disconnect (pneumatically or mechanically actuated) is the better selection. If zero leakage is a
requirement, pyrotectic (squib) valves become the obvious choice. The same applies to the method of
thermal control for the assembly. Cryogenic syst_ns usually use vacuum-jacketed lines and insulation
while earth-storable propulsion systems use heaters to maintain the system above a lower temperature
limit. Nearly all of the assembly elements have mature, flight-proven designs.
The thruster assembly selection is the key element that drives the design of the propulsion system.
For example, if a liquid chemical engine is chosen, a propellant feed system assembly is required and
nearly always, a pressurization system assembly is required. By way of contrast, if a solid rocket motor
assembly is used, the propellant tank assembly selection is the only other real propulsion system
ass_nbly selection. The designs of the liquid ch_nical thrusters, the solid rocket motors, and inert gas
thrusters are flight-proven, mature concepts, while the designs of the electric (pulsed plasma or
magnetoplasmadynamic) and nuclear thrusters need additional development to be used as frequently as the
liquid chemical thrusters. It should be mentioned that some electric thruster designs have already been
used in flight, but the thrust is small (less than 0.002 ibf) and the required specific power (electric
power per unit of thrust) is high. Lastly, the laser and solar thermal engine designs show much premise,
but these thrusters need a lot of development before they are ready for flight usage.
The pressure relief assembly is a safety feature used in liquid or pneumatic syst_ns to prevent an
excessive overpressure condition within the system. Most pressure relief assembly designs are
flight-proven and mature. Typical assemblies are a relief valve, burst disk, vent valve, or expanding
volume configurations. A favorite design for spacecraft is a burst disk in series with a relief valve;




ASS_4BLY: PropulsionFeed System (I/quidor Gas SystemsOnly)
Material Valves ThermalControl
Rankinq Description SOTA Ranking Description SOTA Ranking Description SOTA
1 Aluminum 3 * Electrically- * Passive
1 StainlessSteel 3 Operated 3 o Insulation 3
2 Other 2 * Pneumatically- o Vacuum-Jacketed 3
Operated 3 * Active
• Manual 3 o Heaters 3
• Pyrotectic 3 o Shunts 3
o Vapor-Film
• RankingDependentUpon Cooling 3
Application
ASS_4BLY: Thrusters(Engines)
Ranking Description SOTA Ranking Description SOTA
1 Solid Rocket_tor 3 3 Magnetoplasmadynamic
1 Liquid Chemical Engines 2
Engines 3 3 Nuclear Engines 2
1 InertGas Thrusters 2 4 Laser Thrusters 1
2 Pulsed Plasma Engines 2 5 Solar Thermal Engines 1
ASS_4BLY: PressureRelief
Ranking Description SOTA
1 Burst Disc/ReliefValve CQmb. 3
2 Burst Disc 3
2 ReliefValve 3
2 Vent Valve 3
3 ExpendingVolt,he 2
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PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM RNQU_ AND FUNCI'IONS
PRESSURIZATION ASS_4BLY
(APPLIES TO LIQUID OR GAS SYST_4S ONLY)
The purpose of the pressurization system (PS) is to supply sufficient ullage pressure to meet the
engine inlet or pump inlet pressure requirements during thruster operation. For those propulsion systems
with zero NPSH pumps and propellant with relatively high vapor pressures, the ullage space is sufficient
and no other hardware is required. Sane liquid propulsion system concepts utilize a separate inert gas
PS to supply the pressure either in an ullage-pressure-regulated mode or a ullage-blowdown mode. Still
other concepts use an inert gas system to supply the ullage pressure initially and subsequently switch to
superheated propellant vapor extracted frem the engine during operation (autogenous mode). For cold gas
systems, the propellant and pressurization system are one and the same.
Regardless what type of PS is used, it must interface with the propellant tank assembly. If the PS
contains gas tanks and other supporting hardware, the PS is usually serviced through its own fill and
drain system and generally required to interface with a pressure relief assembly to protect the subsystem
from over pressure. The PS may require active thermal control to maintain it within desired temperature
limits. Typically, the PS is instrumented to monitor the supply pressure in the gas tanks and the ullage
pressure. Temperature readout inst_tation is normally optional for the PS even with active thermal
control.
If the PS is to be serviced in orbit, quick or remotely-actuated disconnects are used in lieu of
manual fill and drain valves. In addition, it is advantageous to mount all of the pressurization system
supporting hardware (disconnects or fill and drain valves, regulators, relief valve subassembly,
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PROPUI_ION SUBSYS_4REQUI__ AND FONCTIONS
PROPELlANT TANK ASSI_4BLY
The purpose of the propellant tank assembly (PTA) is to contain and manage the propellant during all
phases of flight. For a gas propulsion system, the PTA is normally one or more spherical tanks. For a
liquid propulsion system, the PTA shape selection is generally dictated by the packaging constraints.
Some of the more common tank shapes are spherical, elliptical, or toroidal. Each one of these shapes may
have a cylindrical mid-section. Almost all liquid tanks have a propellant management device (PMD)
(diaphragms, bladders, screens, vanes, etc.) for zero-g control. Those liquid tanks that don't have a
PMD tend to be spinners, i.e., the use of centrifugal force for propellant control or tend to use the
propellant settling technique with the aid of an auxiliary propulsion system (cold gas, monopropellant,
etc.). For solid rocket motors (SRMs),the PTA is typically a filament-wound casing which holds the solid
propellant, propellant liner, and propellant ignitor subsystem. For electric propulsion systems which
use teflon or other solid material, there is no PTA, per se, while those with liquid propellants, e.g.,
mercury, typically have a PMD.
Almost all PTAs require thermal control, either passive or active, and a pressure relief assembly.
SRMs do not require a pressure relief assembly. Generally, there is pressure and temperature monitoring
of the propellant. The pressure and temperature transducers maybepart of the feed system assembly
rather than within the PTA.
As seen in the enclosedgraph,the PTA has severalissueswhich must be resolvedbefore the final
tank configurationand quantityare selected. Althoughtaa_kservicing-in-flightis a new technology,the
envisionedrequirementsdo not cause any radicalchangesin existingtank concepts.
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PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM R]3QUI_ AND FUNCTIONS
PROPELLANT FEED ASS_4BLY
(LIQUID OR GAS SYSteM ONLY)
_e purposeof the propellantfeed assembly (PFA)is to providethe fluid path betweenthe
propellanttank assemblyand the thrusterassembly. The PFA also providesthe fluid path betweenthe PTA
and t!_egroundor airbornesupportequipment. The PFA typicallyconsistsof the fluid lines,tank
isolationvalves,filters,quick disconnectsor manual fill and drain valves,pressureand temperature
transducers,and, in sane applications,an in-linepump assembly. In addition,the PFA usuallyhas a
pressurereliefassemblyto protectthe PFA fram over pressureand a thermalcontrolsubsystemto keep
the PFA within desiredtemperaturelimits.
For cryogenicpropellants,the fluid lines are normallyvacuum-jacketed,while the earth-storable
propellants,the fluid lines are wrappedwith insulationand/orhave an active thermalcontrolsubsystem.
The permissiblepressuredrop within the PFA, temperaturelimitsand redundancyrequirementsdrive the
PFA design. In-flightremote-servicingrequirementsadd cemplexityto the fluid disconnectdesign.
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PROPULSION SYSTI_4 REQUIRI_4EN_ AND FUNCTIONS
PRESSURE RELIEF ASSI_MBLY
(LIQUID OR GAS SYSteMS ONLY
The purposeof the pressurereliefassembly (PRA)is to protectthe subassemblyfrGm over pressure.
_le PRA may be a vent valve,a reliefvalve,a burst disk, or a combinationof two of these cc_ponents.
For example,a vent valve/reliefvalve concepthas been used for cryogenicpropellanttanks. The vent
valve portionfor groundoperationsduringpropellantloading/offloadingand the reliefvalve portion
duringpressurizedtank conditions. A reliefvalve in serieswith a burstdisk is typicalof spacecraft
designswhich do not permitgas leakageuntil the initialover pressureconditionoccurs. Same
spacecraftmay not want the resultingthrustforce that a PRA would give; thus,a non-propulsivevent
systemis the usual design solution. The PRA conceptthat is finallyselectedis dependentupon the
permissibleleakagerequirementsof the system,whetherthe PRA is to functionon the groundor
in-flight,and if the missionhas any non-propulsiveventingrequirements.
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If refuelingin orbit is to becomea reality,the technologyassociatedwith zero-gfluid transfer
of all the popularpropellantcombinationsmust be fullydeveloped. Propellantmanagement,thermal
control,and minimizingpropellantspillage(disconnectdesign)are a few of the problemsrelatedto this
technology. The NASA organizationhas alreadydemonstratedzero-gfluid transferof water insidethe
Shuttlecabin and has performeda zero-gpropellanttransfertest of liquidhydrazinein the cargo bay.
However,these plans must be extendedto enc(_passthe popularearth-storablebipropellant,_4H/N204,and
the cryogenicbipropellantcombinationof LOX/LH2 as well as demonstratingthe engagingand disengaging
of the propellantdisconnectsremotely. Other propellantcombinations,suchas I_I2/LF2, may requirea
proof-of-conceptdemonstrationtest in space. The hydrazinetest calledout on the chart denotesthe
simulationof a retrievedsatellitewith an N2H4 RCS which must be refueled.
The goal is to have a universalpropellanttransferset which can accommodateall the fluids. This
may not be possible,nonetheless,it is the goal. As seen in the Shuttletestingschedulechart,by t!_e
year 1992, the more popularpropellantcGmbinationsshouldhave been transferredin a zero-genvironment.
The fundingshown on the chart are estimatesand do not necessarilyreflectthe NASA budgetfor these
tests.
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4.4 Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)
The Electrical Power Subsystem consists of five (5) major assemblies as delineated on the
chart. The requirements imposed on each assembly is derived from the definition of the three (3)
S/C selected and their missions.
The study flow established a prudent methodology for deriving the requirements, listing
plausible alternative, rating the alternatives for compatibility with the mission, their technology
status, SOA and projected into the 1990's, and their mer_ within the study's guidelines.
Investigations, analysis and tradeoffs were performed.
The preferred alternatives were selected and the resulting option is shown facing each major
assembly.
For each option selected, the technology status and needs were reviewed with governmental
agencies, scientific bodies, industrial entities, and Rockwell internal programs and technical
specialists.
Technology issues, plans and projects were defined and are recommended for the five EPS
assemblies to assure an improved and advanced capability for the S/C of the 1990's.
Ranking highest is the development of the efficiency of GaAs retractable boom/array.
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ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEH
ELEMENT SELECTION
The chart opposite identifies the alternatives that were considered for each element of the thermal
control subsystem, the ranking order of the selection, and a first measure of the State of the art of
each alternative: (i being the most advanced technology alternative; (2 being a known State of the
art but still requiring major R&D; (3 being a developing technology, but yet requiring hardware





POWER SOURCE/ENERGY CONVERSION S.O.A.
i. SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC - PLANAR, GaAs 3
2. SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC - HIGH CONCENTRATION ( i00) GaAs 3
3. SOLAR THERmaL - THERMOELECTRIC 3
4. SOLAR THERMAL - DYNAMIC 2
5. CHEMICAL - CRYO_ STORABLE, SOLID - NO COMPATIBILITY WITH SC MODEL n/a
6. NUCLEAR - RADIOISOTOPES, REACTOR - NO COMPATIBILITY WITH SC MODEL n/a
ENERGY STORAGE MANAGEMENT
i. BATTERY CHARGERS - SWITCHING TYPE, ADAPTIVE HYBRID PEAK POWER, SERIES 3
2. FUEL CELLS (SOLID STATE) - SWITCHING TYPE, ADAPTIVE HYBRID PEAK POWER, SERIES 3
3. BATTERY CHARGERS - SWITCHING TYPE_ ADAPTIVE, SHUNT 3
4. FUEL CELLS - SWITCHING TYPE, DYNAMIC, ADAPTIVE HYBRID PEAK POWER, SERIES 3
5. FLY WHEELS - _GNETIC SUSPENSION, REGENERATIVE INERTER 2
6. SOLAR TIIER_L THERMOELECTRIC/DYNAMIC - ADAPTIVE TEMP., PRESSURE, VOLUME 2
7. INDUCTORS, CAPACITORS - NO COMPATIBILITY WITH SC MODEL n/a
ENERGY STORAGE
I. NiH2 BATTERY, CPV 3




6. Ag H2 3
7. INDUCTORS CAPACITORS n/a
POWER PROCESSOR
I. D.C. to A.C. INVERTERS, HARMONIC CANCELLATION, INTEGRATED POWER CIIlPS 3
2. D.C. to A.C. INVERTS, RESONANT CONTROLLED TYPE, INTEGRATED POWER CHIPS 2
3. D.C. to D.C. CIIOPPERS/CONVERTERS - NOT COMPATIBLE WITII POWER _NAGEMENT SYS. 3
POWER DISTRIBUTION AND MANAGEMENT
I. A.C., MEDIUM VOLTAGE, 3 PHASE, SINUSOIDAL, REDUNDANT CENTRAL INVERTERS 3
2. D.C., MEDIUM VOLTAGE, 3 WIRE, REDUNDANT CENTRAL C}IOPPERS_ D.C. PROTECTION 2
3. IIYBRID DERIVATIVE OF A.C. SYSTEM FOR BOTH D.C. AND A.C. 2
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EPS SUBASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS & FUNCTIONS
Power Source/Energy Conversion
The selected power/energy source is a GaAs planar photov_Itaic array.
The functions, interfaces, requirements and issues of the power source /energy conversion
are shown in summarized format.
A power recap for the three specified satellites is:
COMSAT - 1.2 KWe to the SC and payload
Advanced GPS - 5 KWe to the SC and payload
Material processing - 6 kWe to the SC and payload.
The material processing in space imposes the heaviest load, has most severe battery
requirements and is subjected to environmental perturbations. However, the three EPSs retain
the same generic functions and the tradeoffs resulted in commonality of the preferred selection.
The list of issues shown supplants the above in great detail.
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EPS SUBASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS & FUNCTIONS
Energy Storage Management
The selected energy storage management (ESM) is the series switching type.
The functional requirements, interfaces, power/energy requirements and issues are
detailed 6n the chart.
Ranking highest is the charge discharge philosophy. The ESM must insure achievement
of the compatibility between the energy storage elements, power source and utilization.
Thus, the ESM must be designed after the batteries are characterized, mission criteria defined,
array specified and the load demand stipulated.
To insure a small array and maximum energy transfe_ peak power tracking which will
also command array positiontis envisaged.
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EPS SUBASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS & FUNCTIONS
Energy Storage
The selected energy storage is the NiH 2 CPV battery.
The function, interfaces, requirements, and issues are discussed on the chart.
One of the critical issues of great concern is cycle life which, of course, is analogous
to the total _]r that a secondary energy storage is capable of delivering at EOL.
High volumetric and weight density are paramount relevant technology project goals.
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EPS SUBASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS & FUNCTIONS
Power Processor
The selected type of preferred power processor is the DC to AC inverter of the harmonic
cancellation type, redundantly centralized.
The function, interfaces, requirements, and issues are shown in great detail on the facing
chart. The requirements are identical to the three spacecraft. A power level between I kWe
to I0 kWe should require a distribution voltage of 120/208 Vac and an array input to the
processor of 120 to 240 Vdc.
Thus, the main issues evaluated were voltage level, centralized vs. decentralized
processing and as further shown in the distribution assembly analysis and technology project plan.
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SUBASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS & FUNCTIONS
EPS Power Distribution & Management
The selected EPS power distribution and management system consists of a single and
3-phase 120/208 Vac sinusoidal transmission which is rigorously specified and protected at each
branch location to create a "user friendly" utility environment.
The functions, interfaces, requirements, and issues are documented on the chart.
Power quality was among the important issues treated. The 'space environment' was taken
into account for proper evaluation of voltage level. None of the power carrying elements, except
of course, the solar array/are directly exposed. However, the technology plan should be implemented
to resolve those issues rigorously.
The subject of operating frequency is also recommended for further special analysis
although the practicality of 400 Hz is technically most tempting.
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SUBASSEMBLYREQUIREMENTSANDFUNCTIONS
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TECHNOLOGY PROJECT PLAN
The technology project plan for the power source/energy conversion is shown on the chart.
The problems needing solution, the objective, the method of approach with specific program tasks
and the expected results for achieving an advanced power source are shown in detail.
A conceptual sketch of the array highlights the need for array retraction mechanisms to allow
servicing, retrievability, modifications, controllability and possible threat situations.
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TECHNOLOGY PROJECT PLAN
Energy Storage Management
The technology project plan for the energy storage management (ESM) is shown on the chart.
The problems, objectives, approach to solutions, plan tasks and expected results are outlined•
A conceptual schematic highlights a typical energy storage management arrangement•
The need for compatibility between the ESH and the rest of the EPS, especially the energy storage
system, (ESM), cannot be overstressed. The ESM, batteries, fuel cells or other elements must be
carefully characterized in the same manner as any other circuit component (capacitors, transistors,
etc.).
The manufacturing process and quality control must be consistent to allow the establishment of
replicable data bank. Without such data, it is impossible to design acceptable ESM systems or
expect consistent targetted performance from these designs. Once the ESM data is formally
documented, a final design of the interfacing systems may be completed.
It may be desirable to insure that final steps of ES technology transfer should be performed by
engineering personnel. Present practice is entrusted to electro-chemists or scientific personnel.
The final result would be an adaptive programmable smart charger, energy storage and system
'friendly.'
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TECHNOLOGY PROJECT PLAN
Energy Storage (ES)
The technology project plan for the energy storage (ES) is shown on the chart.
The problems, objectives, approach, tasks and expected results are delienated. A conceptual
mounting arrangement of NiH 2 batteries is shown.
The development of a CPV NiH 2 battery that is consistently reliable as an engineering component
is stressed. The technology plan is oriented toward that goal.
The results will yield a space qualified, reliable high grade component which may be designed
into advanced spacecraft and yield predictable results without individual testing and customized,
one of a kind EMS.
With known predictable characteristics, instrumentation of temperature, charge level,
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TECHNOLOGY PROJECT PLAN
Power Processor (PP)
The technology project plan for the power processor is shown on the chart.
The problems, objective approaches, tasks and expected results are delineated. Tile simplified
block diagram shows the conceptual interconnection between the array bus (d.c.) and tilePP with
the a.c. output leading into the distribution bus. Ring counters and pulse width modulators
insure synchronization and harmonic cancellation.
Tile a.c. 3 ph, distribution system offers versatibility, flexibility, reliability and standardi-
zation, among other advantages. Transformer rectifiers may be used locally if required. Rotating
field is available for machinery. Tile sinusoidal waveform insures fidelity of specification,
minimization of EMI and compatibility with existing avionic equipment.
Centralized redundant processor offers the benefits of scale and attributes of elficienty
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TECIINOLOGY PROJECT PLAN
Power Distribution & Management
The facing chart shows the technologyproject plan for power distribution and management.
The problems, objectives, approaches, and expected results are outlined. The concept for a
generalized distribution network is shown on the sketch.
The analogy to a utility is observed. The user is protected from grid perturbation. The source
is isolated from user anomalies by a series string of switches, fault isolators, and branch protection.
The grid is characterized and specified at each point; i.e., regulation, power quality, impedance,
EMI, grounding, etc. Each user can design his black box confidently while the SC is being built.
User may be "on" or "off" and addition of payloads may be made up to the full power rating, by
"plugging in."
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN
Technology plan recommended schedule and estimated budget are shown for power source/
energy conversion and energy storage management.
It is recommended that the ESM be carefully coordinated with the characterization of the
energy storage. The broken line in the schedule spread sheet indicatesa tracking period,
with preliminary ESM design only.
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TECHNOLOGYPROJECTS FY 1986 FY 1987 FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990
POWERSOURCEIENERGYCONVERSION O.! M 0.5 M O.7M 1.5 M 1.0 M
• ARRAYSYSTEMSCONCEPTSIDESIGNS
• ARRAYSYSTEMSDEVELOPMENT I !
• ARRAYSYSTEMSFAB& TESTEM's i Jg
• ARRAYSYSTEMSFLIGHT ESTS I [
I
• ARRAYSYSTEMSMULTIPLESOURCE L._._._..r.. .. ..
TRANSFER
ENERGYSTORAGEMANAGEMENT 0.1 M 0.2 M 0.2 M ] 0.6 M 1.0 M
• ESTABLISHTESTPLANSTO ...... J
OBTAINDATABANK& COORDINATE
WITHBATTERYTESTACTIVITIES I
• ANALYZETRADE& SELECT , I
PREFERREDSMCONCEPT ,.................
• WRITEREQUIREMENTSSPECS _........ "I I
• DESIGN,FAB& GROUNDTEST I I
CHARGEIDISCHARGESYSTEM
• PERFORM"IN SPACE" L '
QUALIFICATIONS
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN (continued)
The schedule and estimated cost for the technology project plan for energy storage (ES)
and power processing is shown.
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TECHNOLOGYPROJECTS " FY1986 , FY1987 FY 1988 FY 1989 FY1990
ENERGYSTORAGE O.l M 1.2 M 1.2 M 1.5 M 1.5 M
• VERIFYREQUIREMENTSAND I
COORDINATESPECIFICATIONS I
• DESIGN& DEVELOPROTOTYPE rL .... .3
BATTERIES
• FAB & TESTPROTOTYPES E ' "I.
AND APPLICATIONS
• ESTABLISHBATTERYDATA L......... T' J
BANK,SPECIFICATIONSAND I
ESMINTERFACE I
• GROUNDlESTQUALIFY I ,
• FLIGHTTESTQUALIFY u'
: ,,, ',
POWERPROCESSING 0.2 M 0.5 M 0.7 M 0.7 M 1.0 M
• CONDUCTA (p3) STUDYTO , ' ,. '"
FINALIZECONCEPT& SPECS
• DESIGN,SELECTCOMPONENTS, I' ' ,., I
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN (continued)
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4.5 COmmUNICATION SUBSYST_
The elements of a conmunications subsystem consist largely of antennas, receivers, transmitters,
and inter-connection devices. The antenna system requires the highest level of concentration because
it is orbit sensitive as well as mission sensitive (designed to fit a specific orbit or mission).
Further, the antenna is normally connected to both the receiver and transmitter establishing the
figure of merit (G/T for receivers and EIRP for transmitters} for each.
A phased array antenna is versatile with respect to gain adjustment, beam steering, and for
developing multiple beams. Its relative complexity compared to a prime focus fed parabola or casse-
grain antenna is compensated for by these valuable systems features.
Advanced solid state and time switching devices are under study on many other programs such as
Milstar, Acts, and others. The modest system gain in efficiency for these techniques does not warrant
a dedicated effort for this program which could dilute the antenna improvement wherein large system
gains are achievable.
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FLEXIBLE ANTENNA SYSTEM
The flexible antenna system permits communications operating with several terminals simul-
taneously with adjustable gain commensurate with the data rates associated with the functions
served by these terminals. The antenna could operate in a broad beam mode for emergency
purposes simultaneously with narrow beam operations during mission orbital phases.
The antenna must receive attitude information from the Attitude Control System (ACS) for
beam pointing and steering. The beam pointing processor adjusts the phase and amplitude of
the signals to develop beams of proper signal direction to satisfy the mission needs. The
beam forming networks permit the energy to be directed in the array to develop these beams.
The phased array is small in size in the EHF portion of the spectrum and its gain poten-
tial will result in orders of magnitude of improvement in information data rate with small
impairment to the field-of-view of most mission sensors and/or blockage to the solar array.
A further physical benefit is that electronic scanning does not impart unwanted forces on the
spacecraft.
The project shown opposite, then, is directed at the development of an antenna that will
not compound the problem of satellite "real estate" demands, but rather, helps to alleviate the
problem by itself being of a small, phased array concept, not competing for surface area of the
spacecraft.
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The GN&C subsystemis composedof the three assembliesdescribedin the upper half of the chart:
inertialreferenoe,navigation,and attitudecontrol. The chartis arrangedto show these assembliesand
their interfacingspacecraftsubsystemsthrougha digitaldata bus. Controlof GN&C functionsis
maintainedby softwarein Data ManagementSubsystemprocessors,and throughgroundRF links. The
payload,solar array drive, antennadrive and propulsionreceivedata processedfrom GN&C sensor
measurements.
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GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
The spacecraft guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) subsystem provides attitude orientation for
tile spacecraft during the periods of ascent to final orbit, coasting on-orbit operations, and orbit
correction thrusting. It accomplishes this by use of both onboard and ground functions which establish
inertial and Earth-local frames of reference. All GN&C functions fall into one of three assembly
sub-classifications: inertial reference, navigation, or attitude control. The inertial reference system
for future Earth orbiting civilian spacecraft will utilize sun and Earth sensors, with a radiation-
hardened Earth sensor deemed the most needed improvement. Autoncmous navigation -- complete spacecraft
self-sufficiency from the ground or other satellites -- will greatly reduce navigational costs. Methods
to relax the now-critical balance and symmetry required of spacecraft for optimum coasting attitude and
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GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL
ASSEMBLY SELECTION
The chart opposite lists the alternates to each of the GN&C's assemblies in their
selection rank order, and the current level of the state of the art of each
alternative (i = most advanced technology; 2 = known technology but requiring
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GN&C P/]QUI_/FUNL-_IONS -- IN_{TIAL REFET_/_CE ASS_4BLY
The functionsof the inertialreferenceassemblyare to measurespacecraftangularpositionand
rate, and to controlthe thrustvectordirectionin orbit correctionoperations. The inertialreference
assemblyutilizesenvironmentalradiationsourcesand interfacesstronglywith the spacecraftcomputer,
electricalpower,thermalcontrol,and structuralsubsystems. Softwareneedsdaminatethe onboard
computercapacityand speed requirements,but performancerequirementsare dictatedprimarilyby other
spacecraftsubsystemsand the payload. Sensor costs increasedramaticallywith accuracyrequires_nts,
thus a major issue is to reducethese requirementswhile at the same time improvingcamponentlife,
reducingc(raplexity,and increasingautonomy.
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GN&C REQUI__/_IONS -- NAVIGATION ASSEMBLY
Spacecraft navigation has the function of measuring the orbital position and rate to the accuracy
needed by the payload and other subsystems. Factors that effect navigation accuracy are highly
approach-dependent, but include environmental disturbances (atmospheric drag, magnetic field, solar
pressure, and gravitational anomalies) and celestial object measurement accuracies. Currently, most
navigation is preformed using data from frequent tracking by ground stations. The next step in
technology is to use Global Positioning System (GPS) or TDRS satellites for navigational data.
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• HARDENED,AUTONOMOUSFRO!'IGROUNDORRECOVERABLEAFTERFAILURE
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GN&C REQU_/FUNCTIONS -- ATrIRIJDE CONTROL ASS_4BLY
The spacecraft attitude control assembly controls attitude during payload operations, orbit
correction thrusting, and in many cases during the launch by a separate stage. Both external and
internal environments produce torque disturbances which the attitude control system must be designed to
overcome. In recent years the technology advances in attitude control design have resulted in more
efficient and reliable operation, but have neglected potential design philosophy improvements which would
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TECIINOI/IX_YPROJECT PLAN -- GN&C SUBSYSRT_I -- IIARDENSD EAR'I_I SENSOR
Techniques to measure two axes of the spacecraft attitude from the relative position of the Earth
disk have been used for many years; however, precision and operating life of these sensors should be
improved by increased protection against natural radiation. Military spacecraft could also benefit fran
Earth sensor hardening since it would be less susceptible to man-made radiation. Two approaches should
be investigated: spectral filtering and mechanical screening using a shutter. A trade of the two
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_C_OLOGY PROJECT PLAN -- GN&C SUBSYStem4 -- AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION SYStem4
Theoretical and design studies of autonomous navigation systems have been keeping pace with computer
processing and electro-optical technology advancements, but have not received cc_parable interest and
funding. An early version of space sextant has flown as a Shuttle payload, and the Stellar Horizon
Atmospheric Dispersion (SHAD) system will be a payload on the P80-1 spacecraft. Two others in earlier
development stages are the Stellar Autonomous Navigation System (SANS) and the Multi-Mission Attitude
Determination and Autonomous Navigation (MADAN) system. All four systems are capable of equalling or
exceeding present day system accuracies, and each should be studied to select one for accelerated
development and use in the 1990's. The selected one should be ground tested, extensively flight tested,
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TECHNOLOGYPR_ PLAN -- GN&C SUBSYSq%_4-- RELAXATIONOF S/C MASS PROPERTIESRBQUIR!_MENTS
Currently,each spacecraftis designedwith carefulattentionto mass propertiesbalance. This is
crucialto the stabilizationof spinningspacecraft,but is also neededfor currentthree-axisstabilized
spacecraftin order to minimizeRCS and main propulsionpropellant,and the sizeof momentumwheels,
controlmoment gyros,and magnets. The approachcausesliterallythousandsof man-hoursto be spentin
the spacecraftdesigneffort on locatingeach componentto maintainbalanceand symmetry.
Shuttle-launchedspacecraftneed no longerbe as severelyweightlimitedas those that are launchedby
expendableboosters,however,and thus may trade additionalweightfor designsimplicity. More
propellantand larger controlcomponentsmay be needed,to controlcenterof gravityoffsets.Interaxis
couplingcausedby significantproductsof inertia(massdissymmetry)may be overcomethroughmodern
controllaw conceptsand nonorthogonalmagnetsthat reactwith the Earthmagneticfield. A study of
these approaches,includingcomputersimulations,shouldbe undertakento definespacecraftmass
propertiesboundsimposedby controllability,and shouldbe flighttestedusing the test spacecraft.
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TECIIHOLOGYPROJECTPLA_I
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TECHNOLOGY PLAN - GN&C SUBSYSTEM
Schedule and cost estimates for the three GN&C subsystem technology advancement program
recommendations are shown in the chart. Estimates for the hardened Earth sensor, autonomous navigation
system, and relaxation of mass properties requirements developments are $1.7M, $1.9M and $1.6M,





TECHNOLOGYPROJECTS FY 1986 FY 1987 FY 1988 FY 1989 FY 1990
I HARDENEDEARTHSENSORI 0.5 M 0.5 M 0.5 M 0.2 M
• FEASIBILITYSTUDIESANDTEST . I
• GROUND1ESTS ..... I
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I
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4.7 DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEMS
The Data Management Subsystem consists of eight basic elements; the first four are
hardware related, the second four software related. Overall vehicle requirements bound
not only the range of options possible for each subsystem element, but also influence the
selection criteria when performing the trades necessary to determine the selected alterna-
tives for each subsystem element.
The Data Management Technology Projects address the methodology of satisfying
vehicle requirements based on history, manufacturing, testing, and mission specifica-
tions. Although three distinct plans are outlined, they are interrelated and directly
influence each plan's result.
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The facing page depicts the software components of the data management system. They
are listed in order of selection, followed by a numerical indication of technology
maturity - (i) not mature, (2) needing additional development, (3) mature, needing appli-
cation techniques.
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ORGANIZATION LANGUAGES PROCESSING ARCHITFCTURE
1, DISTRIBUTEDRESOURCES/CONTROL(2) 3HIGHORDER(2) PLESIOSYNCHRONOUS(2) 4 TANDARDIZED/(2)
FUNCTIONAL

















The facing page depicts the hardware components of the data management system.
They are listed in order of selection followed by a numerical indication of tech-
nology maturity - (i) not mature, (2) mature, but needing additional development,
(3) mature needing application techniques.
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1PROCESSORS STORAGE CABLES/CONNECTORS INTERFACE
1, GENERALPURPOSE(3) OPTICAL(1) 2FIBEROPTIC (i) BIU+ VHSIC(1)
(INTEGRATEDOPTOELECTRONICS)
2, PARALLEL (3) BUBBLE(2) MUX/DEMUX(3)
COAX (3)
3, ARRAY (3) PLATEDWIRE(3) CONVERTERS(3)
TWISTEDSHIELDEDPAIR (3)
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
PROCESSORS (VHSIC TYPE}
The Data Management Subsystem processor hardware consists of multiple sets operating
under dynamic reconflguration criteria--as opposed to replication of elements. Maximum
processing capability, standardized architecture, and designed-in fault tolerance, while
simultaneously minimizing size, power, and weight, are properties common to processors
utilizing VHSIC technology and advanced spacecraft design concepts.
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
FIBER OPTIC CABLES/COUPLERS
Fiber optic data transmission media possess those qualities most conducive to
advanced spacecraft design; i.e., accommodation of extremely high data rates, minimal
weight and volume, low susceptibility to EMI, and the capability to accept media
access technology advancements as they mature. With regard to the latter attribute,
the extremely high transmission rates permit incorporation of integrated opto-
electronic transmitters and receivers with logic devices.
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JDrISASSEMBLYREQIJIRErIENTS/FUr'!CTIOr.!S
FIBREOPTICABLES/COUPLERS
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
BUS INTERFACE UNIT
Standardization of interfaces between data processing elements, as well as between
DMS and satellite subsystems such as guidance, navigation and control, electrical power,
thermal control, etc., can be accomplished by two differing methodologies. The first
forces input and output data and co_nand characteristics into a single, non-flexible
format. The second approach, utilizing the attributes of the OSI reference model, pro-
vides for the functional separation of data processing tasks. This allows information
flow control, monitoring and fault isolation to occur independent of satellite vehicle
processing tasks. In summary, an intelligent bus interface unit, when used in conjunction
with appropriate host software, becomes an integral part of a seven-layer protocol based
on the ISO Open System Interconnect Reference Model.
This separation of functions allows for a more flexible, heterogeneous mix of
satellite subsystems.
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
INTEGRATED OPTO-ELECTRONICS
The integration of data processing functions, optical transmitters, and receivers
on the same LSI integrated circuit die provides for a size and weight reduction as
well as a technology approach that would provide for a standard, digital satellite
data processing system. Data could be encoded and processed at the point of origin,
eliminating the need to buffer and clock out data at centralized points, as in a
multiplex/demultiplex architecture. Fault isolation, high connectivity, uniform delay
time, high reliability, short signal transfer time, broadcast capability, and efficient
transmission of bursty data are attributes of an integrated opto-electronic DMS.
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
NETWORKS
In developing a strawman network for an on-board satellite DMS, it is necessary
to consider overall network communication requirements. This includes input characteri-
zation and definition, performance criteria, access protocol alternatives, assessment
of gateways, impact of data rate differentials (housekeeping and payload}, reiiabiiity,
and guidelines for distributed operating systems. The majority of these efforts must
be performed more or less simultaneousiy during network development.
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
HIGHER ORDER LANGUAGE (HOL) - ADA
The most appropriate software language for satellite DMS should be an industry
standard language that is strong is reliability and maintainability and also supports
distributed processing. Although ADA is not mature, it has exceptionally heavy
government and industry backing. It has been designed specifically for general
D.O.D. use--supporting structured programming, multi-tasking, real-time programs,
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
EXPERT SYSTEMS/ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI}
Demands on future spacecraft include autonomy from ground and/or space-based
control centers. This autonomy creates the need to replace the decision-making process
generated by external support centers, with an on-board capability. Software, flown
on satellites currently, is designed for standard repetitive problems. Future space-
craft software will need to deal with adaptive problem solving. The interactive handling
of functions, together with the need to possess problem-solving capability, is tied
somewhat to an organized base of knowledge.
Expert systems exploit this knowledge base in such a way as to constrain the
search for solutions. In this sense, expert system complexity is related to the
existing knowledge base. For future spacecraft this knowledge base will increase pro-
portionally to the degree of autonomy desired.
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DMSASSEMBLYREQUIREI"IENTS/FUNCTIONS
EXPERTSYSTPIS/ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCE(AI)
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DMS ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS/FUNCTIONS
DATA STORAGE/DATA COMPRESSION - lO12 BITS/DAY (1900s)
The need to increase the information return from space-borne processing and
imaging system has grown dramatically during the past decade. Data rates that exceed
the telecommunications channel capacity for the 1990 timeframe are quite possible,
requiring that on-board signal/data processing play a pivotal role in utilizing
available communication channels at higher efficiency. The approach to higher effi-
ciency is generally recognized to be through data compression techniques. Although
telecommunication channels are of primary concern, on-board mass storage for periods
of extended auton_ny also demands a differentiation between data and information
storage.
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TECHNOLOGY PROJECT PLAN
INTERFACE
In designing tomorrow's real-time spacecraft DMS, the challenge is to accommodate
current requirements, and simultaneously build in future growth potential. The intel-
ligent bus interface unit provides for this growth on the basis of incorporating
diverse subsystem components into a digital network. In real-time systems, traffic
characteristics are often uneven. With the assumption that the overall throughput of
the system can be handled by the application processes, small changes in the traffic
characteristics must be handled through use of flow control techniques within protocol.
For example, a computer may turn off its interrupts for a short time while involved in
a critical process. This may cause the refusal of one BIU's acceptance of messages
from another BIU. This rippling effect and overall system control, while providing
flexibility, can only be accommodated by an intelligent BIU as outlined in this plan.
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TECE]NOLOGYPROJECT PLAN
CABLES/CONNECTORS
Although almost no data exists on use of fiber optic buses in space, ground tests
and projections indicate that present-day optical emitters, detectors, and connectors
should operate successfully in space. Interconnection topologies are classified accord-
ing to the notion of connectivity--a measure of how closely nodes in the system are
linked. Structures range from fully connected ones, such as the mesh, to a single
point-to-point linked bus. It is important to examine each topology in terms of
autonomy, reliability, modularity, ease of test, verification and validation, and
finally in terms of cost.
This approach includes modelling the vehicle data traffic, isolation requirements
between payloads and vehicle and expected mission requirements. Simulations and defini-
tion of system characteristics for each of the topologies selected should produce copious
data for analysis.
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The design goals of advanced spacecraft in terms of fault tolerance, modularity, and
autonomy demand solutions not satisfied by current architectures. The autonomous nature
of advanced satellite systems and the evolutionary style of growth demand a DMS that is
modular and expandable. This, of course, lends itself to the use of distributed computing
approaches--interacting computers, each containing processors to support the implementa-
tion of the overall spacecraft application. The architecture chosen must implement an
extremely fault tolerant, ultra-reliable mechanism for communicating data at varying data
rates between the individual components/subsystems of the advanced spacecraft. The most
likely implementation is a loosely coupled system where independent computers act as
access points into the communications system for dedicated subsystems such as guidance
and control, thermal control, power, etc. These computers serving as interfaces would be
connected by a communications network, using a ring, star, or bus.
Requirements, modelling and simulation of subsystem, payload, and vehicle activities
need to be done in order to produce a strawman architecture. This architecture would then
be tested against mission requirements and the cost impact of modifying (relaxing or con-
straining} the requirements.
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TECHNOLOGYPROJECTPLAN
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SPACECRAFT INITIATIVE ISSUES
The following section presents a series of observations and initial






TEST SPACECRAFT BASIC STRUCTURE
We conclude that the form and format of the initiatives spacecraft configuration
and program be based on that which was evolved over the course of this study -
starting with the basic spacecraft structure shown opposite. The logic is that
the test spacecraft indeed be designed along the lines of the technology problems
and issues that want to be demonstrated, proved, and space qualified.
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TEST SPACECRAFT
The total design concept of tile initiatives vehicle then tends to take the
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INITIATIVES (TEST) SPACECRAFT
MISSION EXPERIMENTS
The listing opposite is representative of the advanced technology experiments that will
want to be built into the design of this test spacecralt. These constitute the more
critical issues defined during the study that require resolution, research, and space
qualification. The configuration of vehicle then must accommodate the need to test
and qualify such diverse new technology material as an open structure; a structure/
thermal system that encompasses the use of a capillary pump loop; an operational concept
thar reflects a major relaxation in mass properties characteristics, etc. It is required
that the impact of those technology issues be well understood before the actual
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ENHANCING TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS
The subject matter of this study contract was addressed principally to missions and
spacecraft that constitute the routine, work a day activity of our space programs.
Our requirements were to be found in responding to the needs of our manufacturing and
test departments, spacecraft operations, and the like, as well as in the needs for
somewhat more sophisticated thermal management, power generation and data processing.
Our needs did not force the issue of highly advanced, high technology subsystems, such
as those opposite, required by the planetary and space exploration, astronomy and space
weapons program.
Technologies, such as those listed opposite, can and will enhance the performance of
spacecraft in our "routine" mission model, and in their time will be major contributors to
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SPACECRAFT INITIATIVES PROGRAM
NEXT PHASE - FOLLOW ON
This study has:
Identified the requirements that drive the development of a new, advanced approach
to unmanned spacecraft design.
• Selected subsystem and technology concepts to best satisfy those requirements•
• Prepared initial technology project plans to bring the technologies to an adequate
level of advancement•
Recognizing that individual mission project offices cannot accept the risk of using unproven
techniques and methods in the design of their spacecraft, this study cannot be successfully
concluded until the recommended technology concepts and subsystems have been tested and space
qualified. That, then, is the mission of the High Technology Unmanned Spacecraft Initiatives
program, i.e. to test, verify and space qualify those high technology functions that will
make tileadvanced mission spacecraft possible•
It is suggested that tilei_nediate follow on to the study described in this report be a series
of technology project starts, a preliminary project definition, and a preliminary design of
the spacecraft itself (only conceptual designs and initial configurations have been developed
to date). The objective would be to get a jump on some of the more critical technologies,
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